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MILITARY SPECIFICATION

BARRELS : GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR

1.1 Scope. - This speclflcatlon covers requirements of a
general nature, pertinent to all types and classes of Naval
gun barrels. When used In conjunction with the detailed
specification of the speclflc gun barrel desired It furnishes
all requirements necessary for the procurement of service gun
barrels.

1.2 Classification.
types and classes.

Type I - Monobloc

Class 1 -
Class 2 -

Type II - Built Up

Class 1 -
Class 2 -

- Gun Barrels shall be of the following

Not subject to radial expansion.
Subject to radial expansion.

No part sub~ect to radial expansion.
One or more parts subject to radial
expansion.

Type 111 - Loose Liner

Class 1 - Two components, no parts assembled by
shrinkage, no part radially expanded.

I_J See6.3
FSC GROUP
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Class 2 - Multiple components, two or more parts
assembled by shrinkage, no parts
radially expanded.

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 The following standards and publications, of the Issue
In effect on date of Invitation for bids, forms a part of this
speclflcatilon.

STANDARDS

MILITARY

MIL-STD-8 - Dimensioning and Toleranclng.
MIL-STD-1O -’Surface Roughness, Waviness and Lay.
MIL-STD-129 - Marking for Shipment and $!torage.
MIL-STD-130 - Identification Marking of U. S. Military

Property.

BUREAU OF ORDNANCE

NAVORD OSTD 2 - Method of Marking Ordnance Naterlal.
NAVORD OSTD 4 - Standqrd Finishes, Tolerances and

Allowances.

PUBLICATIONS
.

BUREAU OF ORDNANCE

NAVORD OP 400 - General Instructions for the Design,
Manufacture and Inspection of Ordnance
Equipment.

NAVORD OP 1105 - Preservation and Preservation Main-
tenance of Ordnance Equipment In
Shore Storage.

NAVORD OP 1810 - Ordnance Shipping Instructions.
NAVORD FORN 2310 - Gun Manufacturing Records.

(Copies of standards and publications required by contrac-
tors in connection with specific procurement functions should
be obtained from the procuring actlvlty or as directed by the
contracting. officer.)
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2.2 Other Publications. - The following document forms a
part of hls specl~lcatlon. Unless otherwise indicated, the
issue In effect on date of lnvltatlon for bids shall apply.

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDAHDS

Handbook H-28 - Screw-Thread Standards for Federal Ser-
vices (with Supplement).

(Appllcatlona for copies should be addressed to the Super-
intendent of Documents, Government Prlntlng OffIce, Washington
25, D. c.)

3. REQUIREMENTS

3.1 General. - Processes and methods necessary to obtain
the desired product, except for those speclfled herein, shall
be determined by the contractor. However, it 1s the respon-
slblllty of the contractor to satisfy the procuring agency as
to full compliance with the contract, applicable drawings and
documents. At the request of the contractor, the procuring
agency wI1l furnish lists, drawings, or sketches of processes
and methods used In the production of desired product, Pro-
vided such processes and methods have been predetermined.
These lists, drawings, or sketches are Intended only for
guidance and shall not serve to relieve the contractor of hls
reaponslblllty for the procurement of gages, tools, jigs,
fixtures and equipment as may be required for the manufacture
of the product.

3.1.1 Definitions. - The following definitions shall apply
to the terminology used In this specification. (See figure 1
through figure 5 for pictorial representation). Terms not
defined herein shall be as designated In Webster’s New Inter-
national Dictionary.

3.1.1.1 Gun barrel. - A gun barrel Is a tubular structure
generally rifled and chambered. The breech end of the barrel
may be designed to receive case or bag type ammunition. Gun
barrels may be either Monobloc, Built-up, or Loose Liner
types .

3.1.1.2 Monobloc. - Descriptive of a gun barrel made from a
single piece of me6al.
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3.1.1.3 Built-up. - Descrlptlve of a gun barrel made of two
or more metal component , with all etrength members that re-
sist Internal pressure being assembled by shrinkage.

3.1.1.4 Loose liner. - Descrlptlve of a gun barrel made of
two or more metal components in which the liner is assembled
with diametrical clearance.

3.1.1.5 Liner. - A liner, when used, Is the Innermost mem-
ber of a gun barrel having more than one strength component.
It is normally chambered and rifled. The exterior surfaces
are generally tapered and frequently stepped to facilitate
assembly. It may or may not be assembled by shrinkage in the
tube. If It is not shrunk In the tube It is assembled with
diametrical clearance and 1s held In position by a retaining
ring and key or some other mechanical device.

3.1.1.6 g. - The tube 1s normally the prlnclpal compon-
ent around which the outer components are assembled and wlth-
In which a liner, If used, is assembled. The tube may be
chambered and rifled, or machined to accommodate a liner.

3.1.1.7 Jacket - The jacket is the component located im-
mediately o~’of and over the breech portion of the tube

I and extends to some point forward of the origin of the bore.

3.1.1.8 HOOP. - A hoop is a component of a built-up gun
barrel which is assembled over the tube, jacket, or another
hoop .

3.1.1.9 Locking ring. - A locking ring is a ring used to
prevent longitudinal motion of components relative to each
other.

3.1.1.9.1 Liner locking ring. - A llner locking ring is
a ring secured to the breech end of a gun barrel to prevent
the rearward movement of a llner.

3.1.1.10 Origin of bore. - The origin of bore is that point
In the gun barrel at which the rifling grooves first attain
full depth characteristics.

3.1.1.11 Bore. - The bore is the minimum innermost surface
of the barreT_i%rward of the origin of the bore.

3.1.1.12 Origin of rifling. - Origin of rifllng IS the in-
tersection of the.bottom of the rifling groove with the diam-
eter of the chamber.

4
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3.1.1.13 Rifling. - The rifling consists of alternate lands
and scroovesextend fnK throuKh the gun barrel from the origin
of r~fllnx forward. ‘Rlflln; maY b; uniform twist or increas-
ing twist-or a comblnation.- Un~form twist Is expressed as
“one turn in a specified number of calibers” commonly called
the pitch. Increasing twist Is expressed as “one turn In a
specified number of calibers to one turn in a different number
of calibers commonly called variable pitch. In addition,
rifling can be uniform or increasing In depth or width.

3.1.1.14 Chamber. - The chamber Is that portion of the
Interior of a gun barrel extending from the breech face of the
barrel to the origin of bore, where case type ammunition 1s
used and from the forward face of the screw box recess to the
origin of bore for gun barrels using bag type ammunition.
Nomenclature of various parts of this chamber are shown In
figures 3 and 4.

3.1.1.15 Screw box. - The screw box Is the threaded recess
In the breech end of a gun barrel In which the screw box llner
of a breech mechanism Is assembled.

3.1.1.16 Slide cylinder. - The
terlor surfaces of the gun barrel
slide.

slide cyllnder is the ex-
whlch 1s In contact with the”

3.1.1.17 Chase. - The chase is that portion of a gun bar-
rel, generally tapered, which extends from the forward end of
the sllde cylinder to the smallest diameter at the rear of the
muzzle cyllnder or bell.

3.1.1.18 Muzzle cylinder. - The muzzle cyllnder is the ex-
terior surface of a gun barrel which extends from the muzzle—
to the chase.

3.1.1.19 Muzzle bell. - The muzzle bell
surface of a gun barreI which extends from
the chase when that surface has a variable
than the minimum diameter of the chase.

Is the exterior
the muzzle toward
diameter larger

3.1.1.20 RunOut. - Runout }s defined as the total dis-
placement relative to a fixed point, registered by an indi-
cator held in contact with the gun barrel!s surface, at any
transverse section of an end centered gun during one complete
revolution. Runout may refer to either lnslde or outside
measurements.
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3.1.1.21 Radial expansion. - This term, as used herein, re-
fers to a means of lmprovlng the resistance of gun barrels by
the application of relatively high Internal hydrostatic
pressure.

3.1.1.22 Dlametral stage. - A dlametral stage Is a portion
of a component over which the exterior diameter IS uniform, or
over which the ratio of exterlor diameter to bore diameter is
uniform.

3.1.1.23 Expansion stage. - An expansion stage is that
portion of a component subjected to a preacrlbed uniform hy-
drostatic pressure. An expansion stage may Include one or
more dlametr’al stages.

3.1.1.24 Permanent set. - Permanent set Is the increase of
exterior diameter or of bore diameter remaining after the re-
lease of the Internal hydrostatic pressure.

3.1.i.25 Creep. - Creep Is the difference between the
dllatlon (external dlametral enlargement) as measured when an
Internal pressure 1s acting momentarily and the dilation as
measured when the same pressure has been .malntalned constant
for a period of several minutes. In general It Is an Increase
in dllatlon with no increase In pressure.

3.1.2 Nomenclature of gun barrel components. - Moving
radially from the bore and forward from the breech end. the

I parts o; a gun barrel are generally designated as llst~d below.
(See figures 1 through 5 for their location and 3.1.1 through
3.1.1.25 for their definitions. )

I

II
a
b

:
e

Liner (when used).
Tube - Al.
Jacket or Hoop - Bl, B2, B3, etc.
Hoops - Cl, C2, etc.
Locking rings - C3, Dl, etc. (depending on radia]
location).

3.1.3 Identification. - Gun barrels shall be identified as
indicated on Method of Marking Drawing of specific gun barrel
desired. Other identifying marks are generally required and
can be found on the applicable drawings and in applicable
documents for the specific gun barrels involved.

6
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3.1.4 Records. - The contractor shall obtain the informa-
tion needed for conformance with this specification and shall
furnish this Information to the Government Inspector, to en-
able him to complete NAVORD Form 2310. The contractor shall
retain this Information for the duration of hia responsibility
as specified In the contract or order.

3.1.5 ~O~rOe,lOnprotectlO~. - All parts of gun barrela
shall be cleaned and preserved for’protection against corro-
sion at all times.

3.2 Material”. - Material shall be as speclfled in the de-
tailed ~p~ations an5 applicable drawings for the specific
gun barrel on order. This material shall be free from cracks,
pits, flakes, Inclusions, burrs, gouges, or other visual de-
fects In Its final machined condltlon.

3.3 Machining. - Care shall be exercised In rough machining
to insure that stresses which cause distortion are relieved
prior to final machlnlng,

3.4 Straightness. - The gun barrels shall be straight to
the extent of allowlng free passage of a bore plug gage, both
before and after proof flrlng. This gage shall be four (4)
calibers In length and Its diameter shall be O.001-inch per

[ ‘inch of bore diameter smaller than the bore diameter.

3.4.1 Runout. - The gun barrel shall conform to the runout
requirement shown on the applicable drawings.

3.4.2 Pressing. - Should a bend occur during machining
operations the gun barrel may be straightened by pressing at
the dlscretfonand risk of the contractor. Under no circum-
stances Is such a gun barrel to be straightened by hammering
or heating, other than by steam heating. Steam heating may
be employed provided the barrel temperatures do not rise above
150°F below the last tempering temperature.

3.5 Gas check seats. - The gas check seats of gun barrels
shall be reamed undersize to allow for finish reaming to re-
quired dimensions after proof firing. The seat dimensions
~:::;;i:::::n:iring shall be as speclfled in the detailed

as shown on the applicable drawings, or as
speclfled by the procuring agency---

3.6 Position marking. - Prior to machining the extractor
pockets or location of the hinge lug, the gun barrel’s 12-
o,clock position shall be established. This shall be accom-
plished by clamping the breech end, supporting the barrel at
Its forward slide bearing posltlon and with the bore running
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true at the uolnts of support, rotate until the runout at the
muzzle end 1: a maximum. The 12-olclock posltlon shall then
be permanently marked on the breech face at the same oiclock
position at which the maximum runout occurs.

3.7 Screw threads. - Screw threads shall ‘conform to the
applicable drawings and the National Bureau of Standard Hand-
book H-28 and the Not-Go gaging practices shall be as set
forth In the supplement to the aforementioned handbook.

3.8 ~ . - All plating shall be as shown on
the app~lcable drawings, as specified herein and in the de-
tailed specifications. The chromium plating process shall be
such as to affect the bore and chamber surface properties only
(i.e., hardness, erosion, corrosion and coefficient of frlc-
tlon).

3.8.1 Dimensions prior to plating. - The required dimensions
before plating shall be obtained by electropollshing, by
mechanical removal of metal, or by a combination of these
methods. Sufflclent material shall be removed to Insure
proper plating thickness when the barrel has been chromium
plated to the specl.fied drawing dimensions. When stargage
measurements are taken after electropollshing, the gun barrel
before being plated shall be reimmersed and reactivated by a
short electropollshlng operation of from 3 to 5 minutes. This
electropollshlng does not appreciably change the gun barrel
dimensions.

3.8.2 Platlng appearance. - The chromium deposit shall be
smooth, homogeneous, uniform In appearance and shall be free
of visual defects such as unplated areas, trees, cracks, pits
or gouges. Burnt or frosty deposits are not acceptable: The
plating shall be bright on the tops of the lands. A dull or
slightly milky deposit on the bottom of the grooves will be
acceptable. The plating shall not show any visual evidence of
non-adhesion such as flaking or blisters prior to proof
firing, nor excessive flaking after proof firing.

3.8.3 Dimensions after plating. - If the size of the”bore
does not conform to drawing dimensions after plating within
the prescribed tolerances, the bore and chamber shall be
deplated and replated. No mechanical honing or similar oper-
ations shall be performed on the tops of the lands to bring
the dimensions of an undersize bore wlthln drawing size.
Mechanical honing or similar operations are permitted in the
chamber to correct undersize dimensions.

8
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3.9 Tolerances and allowances. - Tolerances and allowances
shall conform to the applicable drawings and standard NAVORD
OSTD 4.

3.10 Surface roughness.
to the applicable drawings
MIL-STD-1O.

Surface roughness shall conform
and as Interpreted by standard

3.11 Gaging. -

3.11.1 Stargazing. - The chamber and bore shall be star-
gaged In accordance with the detailed specifications for the
specific gun barrel on order and as specified herein.

3.11.2 After proof gaging. - The after proof gaging of the
bore and chamber shall be conducted in accordance with and
shall not deviate from the limits prescribed by the detailed
specification.

3.12 Identification markings. - All par% of gun barrels
shall be marked in accordance with applicable drawings, stand-
ards (MIL-STD-130, NAVORD OSTD 2), detail specifications or as
directed by the procuring activity.

3.13 Types and procedures. -

3.13.1 Type 1 gun barrels. - The gun barrels of this type
shall be of monobloc construction and shall be either Class 1
or Class”2 as specified.

3.13.1.1 Class 1. - This class of barrel is made from
unexpanded material. The characteristics of the material be-
ing such as to produce the desired Droductlwithout being
radially expanded.

3.13.1.2 Class 2. - This class of barrel is made from
material that has been subjected to radial expansion for the
purpose of increasing its resistance to internal pressure.
This class shall be radially expanded as specified herein and
in the detailed specification applying to a specific gun
barrel.

3.13.1.2.1 Radial expansion. - The sequence specified
herein and on the applicable drawings shall be followed in
the expansion of the barrel. The gages to be used for meas-
uring pressures, and the instruments to be used for measuring
external and internal diameters, shall meet the approval of
and be calibrated in a manner satisfactory to the procuring
agency.

9
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3.13.1.2.1.1 Machlnlng prior to expansion. - The basic ma-
terial shall be machined to the condition shown on the appli-
cable drawings prior to expansion. The flnlsh of the bo?e
surfaces shall be equal to a surface roughness of 63 RMS, or
better and that of the outer surfaces shall be 250 RMS or
better except at the Indicated measuring stations. Flnlshes
at measuring stations shall be as shown on applicable drawings.
After machining the barrel shall be Indicated for runout. The
runout shall not exceed that specified on the applicable draw-
ings . Should the runout exceed that specified, the gun barrel
shall be straightened In accordance with 3.3.2.

~.13.l.2.l.2 Barrel condition prior to expansion. - After
machining for radial expansion and before attempting the first
expansion operation, the bore diameters shall be determined at
one-inch intervals throughout the length and the condition of
the bore shall be observed for material or machining defects.
The outside diameters at the specified measuring stations shall
also be obtained. If, in the opinion of the Government in-
spector, defects have occurred which could result in the re-
jection of the material, the contractor shall be notified and
further work will be at his own risk.

3.13.1.2.1.3 Assembly of apparatus. - first stage expan-
~. - The expa~
packings located for the expansion of the first stage de-
scribed on the applicable drawings.

3.13.1.2.1.U Dilation and permanent set. - Dilations and
permanent sets shall be determined at the prescribed measuring
stations and between stations and at different clock position;
if necessary to determine a section undergoing abnormal dila-
tion. The maximum diameter of a cross section undergoing
abnormal dilation shall be determined.

3.13.1.2.1.5 Application of pressure (normal dilation). -
The first increment of hydrostatic pressure shall be applied
to the first stage and shall be the highest multiple of 5000
psi (pounds per square inch) that is not In excess of the
pressure corresponding to the end of the elastlc period as in-
dicated on the pressure dilation curves in the detailed speci-
fications. The Increment Ioadln
level shall be made in steps of fo;ll%epn; ~::%l$ye;%:e
vlded the last increment shall be 5000 psi, or less, and IS
preceded by at least one 5000 psi. increment. The interval
between applications of successive pressure levels shall not
be less than one minute. When the prescribed expanding pres-
sure IS obtained, it shall be held for five minutes, and the
creep determined. Material that withstands the prescribed
pressure within a tolerance of 1000 psi will be acceptable.
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3.13.1.2.1.6 Application of pressure (abnormal dilation. ) -
Pressures shall be applied In Increments, as specified in
3.13.1.2.1.5 until the dilation Of any cross section Is 150
per cent of the maximum dilation indicated on the dilation
chart in the detailed specifications. If the dllatlon exceeds
150 per cent of the maximum dilation shown on the dllatlon
charts before the prescribed expanding pressure is reached the
pressure shall be relleved, the apparatus disassembled, and
the stage shall be re-expanded In accordance with 3.13.1.2.1.9
after stablllzlng heat treatment. In the event the prescribed
pressure Is reached and because of creep, the dilation excee@
150 per cent of that shown on the dllatlon charts, re-expan-
sion after stabilizing heat treatment shall be accomplished In
accordance with 3.13.1.2.1.9. Following the release of pres-
sure, If dilation has occurred, the bore and outside diameters
shall be determined.

3.13.1.2.1.7 Remaining stages expansion process. - The re-
maining stages shall be expanded In decreasing pressure se-
quence, with the expansion of each stage following the proce-
dure outlined in 3.13.1.2.1.3. Should abnormal dilations
occur in any stage of expanston, dimensions of all stages shall
be redetermined for required values. After all stages have
been expanded and after the release of pressure the bore
diameters shall be determined at one-inch Intervals throughout
the length. The exterior diameters at the measuring points
and the overall length of the material shall be obtained. The
matertal shall be checked for runout In accordance with the
applicable drawings.

3.13.1.2.1.8 Stabilizing heat treatment. - The expanded
material shall be subjected to a stabilizing heat treatment
after radial expansion of all stages or after a stage has
failed to withstand the expanding pressure. The temperature
and duration of this heat treatment shall be as speclfled by
the procuring agency for each individual contract (for refer-
ence see Jeansenis Treatise on Radial Expansion). Stabilizing
heat treatment shall be accomplished in,a furnace tp be ap-
proved by prior action of the Naval Inspector. When under-
going stabilizing heat treatment In a vertlcle furnace, the
material shall be placed In the fiurnacewith the muzzle ends
down. When treatment 1s accomplished in a furnace by the
radiant heat process, the expanded material shall be placed
centrally in the furnace and the furnace temperature (Pyro-
meter reading) shall be increased until the prescribed temper-
ature has been obtained. Only one component at a time shall
be treated in this type furnace. In furnaces of Indirectly
fired recirculated alr type, multiple components may be
treated at the same time provided that adequate pyrometer
Installations and records are made to assure an equal
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dlstrlbutlon of heat throughout the furnace. When the pre-
scribed furnace temperature has been obtained, the components
shall be soaked at that temperature for the prescribed length
of time. Following this treatment the components shall be
allowed to cool In a place free from draft and then aged for a
period of 48 hours at shop temperatures. The components shall
be indicated for runout after the aging period. Components
that do not comply with the requirements of 3.3.1 shall be
straightened In accordance with 3.3.2.

3.13.1.2.1.9 Re-expansion of deficient stages. - Those com-
ponents which failed to withstand the prescribed expanding
pressure for any expansion stage shall be re-expanded follow-
ing stablllzlng heat treatment. The deflctent stage of the
material shall be subjected to the maximum pressure attained
during the preceding attempt to expand that stage. Dilation
shall then be determined. If abnormal dilation has not oc-
curred the material shall be checked for additional permanent
set. In the event additional permanent set has occurred, the
material shall be subjected to further stabilizing heat treat-
ment In accordance with 3.13.1.2.1.8 and again re-expanded as
specified above until the material withstands the maximum
pressure previously applied without showing additional perma-
nent set. When this condltlon has been obtained, bore pres-
sure shall be applled in Increments of 10,000 psi, until the
pressure equals that previously applled In that stage.
Further pressure shall be applied In Increments of 1000 PSI
or less, until the total maximum dllatlon of any cross section,
referred to the original exterior diameter of the material,
equals 200 per cent dllatlon Indicated for the prescribed
expanding pressure. Any material, in which any stage, which
upon re-expansion, fails to withstand the prescribed pressure
shall be referred to the procuring activity for declslon.

3.14 Type IIgun barrels. - Gun barrels of this type shall
be composed of two or more strength components, assembled by
shrinkage and shall be either class 1 or class 2. In gun
barrels of this type, shall not be flnlsh bored, finish cham-
bered, or rifled until after assembly has been completed.
Sufficient material must be retained on the exterior surfaces
of the outer member to permit flnlshed machining after shrink-
age.

3.14.1 Procedure - prior to assembly. - The bore of the
enveloping cylinder shall be finished to the final dimensions
shown on ~he-applicable drawings. The bore diameters shall
then be determined at one-inch Intervals throughout the
length. The outside diameters of the enveloped cylinder shall
be turned to the bore diameters of the enveloping cylinder plus
the shrinkage In accordance with the applicable shrinkage
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drawings. The outside dlametera of t+ enveloped cylinder
shall then be determined at one-inch intervals throughout the
length. All Interior diameters of gun components with the ex-
ception of tube or liner shall be finished machined to appli-
cable drawing dlmenslona. These diameters shall be determined
at one-inch Intervals throughout the length. Sufficient
material shall be retained on the exterior surfaces of the
outermost component to permit finished machlnlng after shrink-
age.

3.14.2 Assemblln
----E+”

- The various processes and methods em-
ployed In assem ling the components, except those speclfled
herein, shall be determined by the contractor subject to the
approval of the procuring agency. This approval shall be ob-
tained prior to any assembly operation. In any assembly ln-
volvlng more than two components the various comp$ments shall
be assembled on the tube. Whenever a llner Is reoulred in an
assernbly,-lt shall be the last component assemble~.I

3.14.2.1 Assembling procedure. - The tube shall be rough
bored and its external diameters machined to the diameters of
Its enveloping cylinder plus the shrinkage as shown on the
applicable- drawing. The outside diameters shall be determined
at one-inch Intervals throughout its length and the actual
shrinkage shall be determined. The bore diameters of the tube
shall be determined for each Inch 6f length. The tube”s en-
veloping component shall then be placed In a furnace and sub-
jected to heat for a sufficient length of time to permit the
assembly of the tube with this component. In any assembly
process the temperature of the heated components shall not be
allowed to rise above 800aF, and neither shall they be struck
nor set by means of blows while thus heated or afterwards.
When the enveloping component is sufficiently heated the tube
shall be assembled with the proper shoulder of this component
“In a pit. The heated component shall then be cooled In such
a reamer as to Insure seating of the components on their
proper bearing shoulders. This process has generally been
accomplished by assembling cyllnders Inside perforated coils
that permit water to be sprayed on the desired areas In the
sequence necessary to Insure proper seating. The assembly
shall then be permitted to cool In the pit to shop temperature.
After the assembly has cooled, It shall be removed from the
plt . The interior diameters of the enveloped component shall
be determined at one-inch Intervals throughout Its length to
determine the amount of compression due to shrinkage. The
exterior diameters shall then be machined to the next envelop-
ing cylinder’s Interior diameters plus the shrinkage as
speclfled on the applicable drawings. This process shall be
repeated for each component until all of the components, with
the exception of the llner, have been assembled. The tube
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shall then be finished bored to applicable drawing dimensions
and the Interior diameters determined at one-inch Intervals
throughout its length. The llner shall be rough bored, leav-
ing sufficient material at the bore surfaces to insure
straightening and flnlshed machining. The exterior diameters
of the liner shall be finish machined to the lnterlor diam-
eters of the tube plus the shrinkage as shown on the appli-
cable shrinkage drawings. During the machining, the exterior
diameters of the liner shall be determined for each inch of
length and the actual shrinkage also determined. The internal
diameter of the liner shall be determined for each inch of
length. The external surfaces of the liner shall then be
coated with some antlsleze compound such as graphite or
molybdenum disulphi.de. Plug the muzzle end of the llner with
a plug, having three pipes extending through the bore to the
contact shoulder position and with two entrance and one exit
connection for’cold water. Place the tube assembly In a
furnace, muzzle’end down and subject to heat for a sufficient
length of time to permit the assembly of the llner. Fill the
bore of the liner with cold water and assemble In the tube
until it seats. Assemble jack on breech end of liner and
fasten cold water connection to water’inlet pipe, at the same
time opening the water inlet valve and exit pet cock. Drop
the water level In the liner according to schedules prescribed
by the procuring agent

T
to Insure seizure of the liner by Its

enveloping components progressively from the breech end to
the muzzle. When assembling the liner, precautions.shall be
taken to Insure that the collar or shoulder of the liner make
contact and remains in contact with the mating shoulder In the
tube as Indicated on the applicable drawings. Dimensions shall
be obtained both before and after assembly to determine
whether or not contact has been maintained. Unless a smaller
amount Is specified the liner shall not be off shoulder In ex-
cess of 0.02-inch the assembly, If otherwise”satisfactory,
will be accepted. Should off shoulder condition of the liner
exceed the amount specified the procuring activity shall be
notified and all the work discontinued pending declslon of the
procuring actlvlty.

3.14,3 Class 1. - The components for this class of gun
barrel are made from unexpanded material the properties of
which are of such a nature as to produce the desired product
without being subjected to radial expansion.

3.14.4 Class 2. - In this class of gun barrel,
components shall be subjected to radial expansion
improve Ite reelatance to internal pressure. The

one or more
In order to
components
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dealgnated on the applicable drawings to be radially expanded
shall be expanded In accordance with the procedure outlined
for Type 1 class 2 gun barrels speclfled herein (See Para.
3.13.1.2 through 3.13.1.2.1.9).

3.15 Type Zgun barrels. - Gun barrels of this type shall
be comDosed of two or more strength members. The liners of
these ~arrels can be removed and–replaced by mechanical means,
without being subjected to heat. Components of this type may
or may not be radially expanded. These barrels may be either
Claas 1 or Class 2.

3.15.1 Class 1. - Gun barrels of this class are composed of
tube and liner and no parts are subjected to radial expansion.

3.15.2 Class 2. - The gun barrels of this class shall be
composed of three or more components. All components shall be
assembled on the tube by shrinkage as prescribed for Type 2
(See paragraph 3.14) gun barrels, with the exception of the
liner. The liner shall be the last component assembled and
shall be assembled with diametrical clearance.

3.16 Workmanship. - Work shall be performed by competent
workmen of the trades Involved. The workmanship shall be such
as to produce gun barrels in accordance with the requirements
of the applicable documents.

4.

4.1
shall

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS AND TEST REQUIREMENTS

General. - General testing and InspectIon procedures
be In accordance with Publication OP 400.

4.1.1 Conditional acceptance. - The Inspector at the con-
tractor’s plant shall conditionally accept all gun barrels
which meet all the requirements of the contract, drawings, and
applicable specifications. This conditional acceptance shall
not mean that title to the gun barrels has transferred to the
procuring activity, nor shall It preclude subsequent rejection
for discovered or developed defects. All components which do
not meet all the requirements wlthln the allowed tolerances
shall be referred to the procuring agency for dlsposltlon.
Each such request shall be accompanied by a complete and de-
tailed statement describing wherein the requirements are not
fulfilled, together with the Inspector’s recommendations.

4.1.2 Final acceptance. - Final acceptance of each gun
barrel shell be based on inspection establishing satisfactory
condition after proof flrlng. Final acceptance shall not be
claimed because of any failure to discover defects earlier.

15
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I

Unless otherwise specified in the Individual
sp&~fl%%$$&;the gun barrel on order, each gun bam?el, its
components, and parts shall be individually inspected and
tested for all requirements of this specification, the appli-
cable drawings, and other documents of the contract.

4.3 InspectIon. -

4.3.1 Material. - Prior to any manufacturing processes, the
inspector shall ascertain that the basic material (forgings,
bar stock, castings) of the components that have been procured
under separate drawings or specifications have been Inspected,
tested and accepted In accordance with their respective specl-
flcatlons and drawings. The inspector shall observe, witness
and measure any components, operation, or detail at any stage
of manufacture to insure that all requirements of this specl-
flcatlon are met.

4.3.2 Visual Inspection. - The lnterlor surfaces of all gun
barrels shall be illuminated and carefully, inspected to deter-
mine conformance wlththls speclflcatlon, the detail speclflca-
tlon for the gun barrel on order , and the applicable drawings
of the aforementioned barrel. Plated barrels shall be in-
spected before and after plating.

1 4.3.2.1 Measurements prior to platlng. - 9targage measure-
ments of th~ the barrel shall be taken

I after machlnlng or may be taken after electropollshlng as
speclfled in 3.8.1 as required. These measurements shall be

I obtained as directed In the contract , applicable drawings and
documents, or as requested by the procuring agency or Naval

1

Inspector of Ordnance. Measurements shall be recorded on
NAVORD Form 231OC.

1 4.3.2.2 Measurements after platlnu. - Stargage measurements
of the interior diameters of the barrel shall be obtained.
after plating, In the same locations as those taken prior-to
platlng. These measurements shall be recorded on NAVORD Form
2310c.

4.3.3 Thickness of chromium deposit. - At each transverse
section, the maximum, minimum and average thickness of the
chromium plating on the top of the lands, on the bottom of the
grooves and In the chamber shall be checked with a “Magne Gage”
or an Instrument which performs a comparable function.
Measurements shall be taken on every quarter of the bore at
least every twelve Inches, beglnnlng at the 12, 3, 6, and 9
Otclock locations (breech time) at the Origin of the bore.
Measurements shall be taken on every quarter of the chamber
at least every six Inches beginning at the 12, 3, 6, ~d 9

16
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o!clock locations (breech time) at the breech face. If
thicknesses of the chromium plate do not conform to those
specified on the applicable drawings, the gun barrel shall be
stripped and replated.

. - Thickness measurements In gun barrels
h~&3~1ta~th ~lflin~ cannot be made throughout the
entire bore with a ‘Nagne-Gage type instrument which requires
guidance by a lug inserted In the rifling groove. The distance
from the breech face that can be measured Is limited by the
location of the point at which the dlmlnlshlng land height
will not permit passage of the meaaurlng head. In such in-
stances, thickness measurements shall be made with the “Magne-
Gage” up to the point that further passage of the Instrument
becomes dlfflcult. In measuring smoothbores however, the
guide shall be removed from the Instrument and measurements
taken as Indicated In 4.3.3. Thickness measurements in bores
and chambers of gUn barrels whose bore size Is too small to
permit the use of “Magne-Gage” type Instruments shall be made
by stargaglng the bore and chamber both before and after plat-
ing. In @n barrels having a thin coating of chromium plating
(0.0005-inch thick) the number of measurements speclfled In
4.3.3 shall not be required, but shall be sufficient to estab-
llsh the order of magnitude of the chromium deposit.

4.3.4 Platlng inspection. - All gun barrels, plated by the
contractors procees and plating equipment, shall be l,n-
spected as stipulated herein until the procees consistently
produces satisfactory chromium deposits. Thereafter the
plated barrels produced shall be Inspected In accordance with
sampling instructions provided by the Procur.lng actlvltY.

4.3.5 Straightness. - Conformance to the straightness re-
quirements of 3.3 shall be verlfled before and after proof ~
firing each gun barrel.

4.3.5.1 Runout. - Each gun barrel shall be Inspected for
the runout requirements of 3.3.1.

4.3.6 Measurement. -

4.’.6.1 e 1 Class 1 gun barrels. - Obtain and record
NAVORD Form t

4.3.4 inclusive.
he measurements required by paragraphs 4

4.3.6.2 Type 1 Class 2 gun barrel. -

on
to

4.3.6.2.1 Prior to expansion. - Measurement of the bore
diameters shall be taken at one-inch intervals throughout Its
length and the outside diameters at the specified measuring
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stations shall also be measured. All measurements shall be
recorded on NAVORD Forms 2310E and 2310F. The bore shall be
visually inspected for material or machining defects. Should
any defects occur, their location, size and description shall
be recorded on NAVORD Form 2310. In addition the overall
length of the gun barrel shall be measured and recorded on the
aforementioned form.

4.3.6.2.2 ~ring expansion (first stage~. -

4.3.6.2.2.1 Normal dllatlon. - Measurements of the outside
diameters of the barrels shall be taken at the prescribed
measuring stations during the application of pressure incre-
ments In accordance with 3.13.1.2.1.5. Dilation shall be de-
termined by subtracting the orlglnal diameter before pressure
application from the diameter when pressure increment is ap-
plied. When the prescribed expanding pressure has been reached
the dilation shall be determined at once. When this pressure
level has been maintained for five minutes the outside diame-
ters shall again be measured. The creep which is the differ-
ence between the measured diameter after the pressure level
has been held for five minutes, and the reading at that dia-
meter when that pressure level was first obtained, shall be
determined. All measurements of the diameters at the various
pressure levels shall be recorded on NAVORD Form 2310F and
dilations and creep shall be determined and recorded on the
same form.

4.3.6.2.2.2 Abnormal dilation. - Whenever the diameter
measurements reveal a dilation greater than 150 per cent of
that shown on the dilation chart in the detail specification,
this measurement shall be recorded on NAVOFUIForm 2310F. In
the event prescribed pressure is reached and because of creep
the dilation exceeds 150 per cent this measurement shall be
recorded on NAVORD Form 231OF. On completion of stabilizing
heat treatment and satisfactory application of desired pressure
level the outside diameters at the proper measuring station
and the bore diameters shall be measured at one-inch intervals
throughout its length and recorded on NAVORD Form 2310F.

4.3.6.2.3 Remaining expansion stages. - Measurements shall
be recorded after each pressure increment during the remaining
expansion stages in the same manner as for the first stage of
expansion. On completion of the expansion process and the re-
lease of pressure the bore diameters shall be measured at one-
inch intervals throughout its length and recorded on NAVORD
Form 2310E. The outside diameters shall be measured at the
prescribed measuring stations and recorded on NAVORD Form

I
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2310F, with the dllatlon and creep also entered. The measured
overall length shall be entered on the aforementioned form.
In addition, the material shall be checked for runout In ac-
cordance with the applicable drawlnga and documents.

4.3.6.2.4 Stabilizing heat treatment. - During the .9tablllZ-
lng heat treatment after radial expansion, the pyrometer read-
ings of the furnace shall be recorded on NAVORD Form 2310 with
the length of time the gun barrel was soaked at this tempera-
ture. The gun barrel shall be Indicated for straightness after
the aging period.

4.3.6.2.5 Re-expansion of deficient stages. - Measure the
outside diameters at the prescribed measuring stations after
material has been sub~ected to the maximum pressure obtained
during the preceding attempt to expand that stage. Record
these dimensions on NAVORD Form 2310F. Determine dllatlon.
If abnormal dilation has not occurred check for additional
permanent set. Repeat this process until material conforms to
the conditions of 3.13.1.2.1.9.

4.3.6.3 Type IIClass 1 gun barrels. -

4.3.6.3.1 Prior to shrinkage. - Measure the overall length
of the ,enveloplng and enveloped cylinders. Record these
measurements, names and forging numbers on NAVORD Form 2310D
for both cylinders. Record the shrinkage sheet Drawing number
and revlslon letter on the aforementioned form.

4.3.6.3.1.1 Enveloping cylinder. - Stargage the finished
bore diameters at one-inch Intervals throughout Its length and
record the measurements on NAVORD Form 2310D. Measure the
distance to the beafilng shoulder and record It on the above
named form.

4.3.6.3.1.2 Enveloped cylinder. - Measure the outside diame-
ters of the enveloped cylinder at one-inch intervals through-
out Its length In the same locations as was done for the
enveloping cylinder. Subtract the enveloping cyllnder diame-
ters from the enveloped cylinder diameters. Enter the re-
mainder as actual shrinkage on NAVORD Form 231OD. Enter from
the applicable ahrlnkage sheet the prescribed shrinkage and
allowed varlatlon on the above mentioned form. Record the
bore diameters at one-inch Intervals throughout Its length for
the innermost cylinder In the proper column on Form 231OD.
Measure the distance to bearing collar and record It on Form
231oD.
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4.3.6.3.2 After shrinkage. - Measure the enveloped and en-
veloping cylinders overall lengths and determine the change in
length of these cylinders from before shrinkage. Enter the
differences as the change In lengths for these cylinders on
NAVORD Form 231OD. Determine the relationship of the breech
faces of the two cylinders In order to evaluate the seating of
the bearing shoulders. Stargage the bore diameters at every
station stargaged prior to shrinkage. Enter these measurements
on NAVORD Form 2310D in the proper columns. Subtract the
final measurements from the original bore measurements and
enter as compressions in the proper columns on the aforemen-
tioned forms. Obtain and record on NAVORD Form 2310 the
measurements requested in paragraph 4.3 to 4,3.4 inclusive.

4.3.6.4 TypelI Class 2 gun barrels. -

4.3.6.4.1 During manufacture. - Gun barrels of this class
shall be measured and their dimensions recorded on NAVORD Form
2310 In accordance with paragraphs 4 through 4.3.6.3.2 In
their entirety.

4.3.6.5 Type~ Class 1 gun barrels. - Gun barrels of this
type and class shall be Inspected in accordance with the pro-
visions of paragraphs 4 to 4.3.4 inclusive. In addition, the
exterior diameters of the liner and the Interior diameters of
the tube shall be measured at one-inch intervals throughout
their lengths and recorded on NAVORD Form 2310.

4.3.6.5.1 TypellIClass 2 gun barrels. - Gun barrels of this
type and class shall be Inspected In accordance with para-
graphs 4 to 4.3.4 inclusive and 4.3.6.3 to 4.3.6.3.2 inclusive.
The liner and tube shall be measured and the dimensions re-
corded as specified for TypeIU class 1 gun barrels.

4.4 Packing and markln~. - The Inspector shall ascertain
that all parts are properly packed, marked and identified In
accordance with the detail specifications, applicable drawings,
and documents of the gun barrel on order.

4.5 Teats. -

4.5.1 Unplated areas. - Suspected unplated areas which can-
not be determlnea Oy visual inspection shall be tested by
cleanlng the areas with a solvent to remove grease and then
swabbing with a solution containing 13.4 ounces per gallon of
copper sulphate (CUSO .5 H O) and 20 drops per gallon of
sulphurlc acid (95 pe~ cent)? Deposits of copper Indicate
that the surfaces are not covered with chromium. Any copper
sulphate solution remaining in the bore after the test shall
be removed immediately by wlplng with a wet cloth or cotton
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and the bore dried. Copper deposits shall be removed from
the teat areas. In the event unplated areas are discovered
the gun barrel shall be deplated and replated.

4.5.2 Proof tests. - Each gun barrel submitted under the
conditional acceptance provisions of 4.1.1 shall be test fired
at proof pressures. Proof tests shall be specified by the
procuring activity and shall be conducted at a proving ground
designated by this activity.

4.5.2.1 Post proof inspection and acceptance. - Each”proof
tested gun barrel shall be Inspected in accordance with ac-
ceptance inspection ,procedure and classifications of defects
provided by the procuring actlvlty, or, according to such
alternative acceptance inspection instructions as are provided
by the procuring actlvi.ty.

4.5.3 Resubmission of rejected gun barrels. - Gun barrels
rejected by the post proof inspection may be reworked to
correct defects and may be resubmitted for reinspection only
with express approval of the procuring activity.

5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

5.1 Preservation and Packaging. -

5.1.1 Level B. - “Unless otherwise specified in the contract
order or the individual gun barrel speclflcation, gun barrels
shall be preserved and packaged in accordance with Ordnance
Publlcatlon OP 1105.

5.2 Shipping Instructions. - Unless otherwise speclfled In
the contract, order or the individual gun barrel specification,
gun barrels shall be shipped In accordance with Ordnance Pub- ‘
licati.on OP 181o.

5.3 MarkIn&. - Each gun barrel shall be marked In accord-
ance with the requirements of MIL-STD-129. In addltlon each
gun barrel shall be tagged and stencllled (painted) for
identification. The identifying information shall consist of
the mark and modification assigzunent, the serial number and
the contract or order number.

6. NOTES

6.1 Intended use. - This specification, when used In con-
junction with the drawings, specification and applicable
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documents of the particular gun barrel desired, contains all
the information necessary to procure gun barrels for the
United States Navy.

6.2 Orderln~ data. - Procurement documents should specify
those items required by the detail speclflcatlona of the gun
barrel on order. In addltlon, procurement documents should
specify a time llmltatlon for the replacement of rejected gun
barrels. The following 1s a suggested schedule for thla re-
placement:

Gun Barrels Time Allowed for Replacement

12-Inch to 16-Inch
(lncl. )

1 year

6-Inch to 8-Inch 6 months
(incl .)

5-Inch 4 months

4-Inch or smaller 3 months

6.3 Superseding data. - This specification supersedes that
portion of Publication Op 400A (GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE
MANUFACTURE AND INSPECTION OF GUNS, GUN BARRELS, BREECH
MECHANISMS AND BFOIECH HOUSINGS FOR THE UNITED STATES NAVY)
pertaining to guns and gun barrels.

Notice: Nhen Government drawings, specifications or other
data are used for any purpose other than In comectlon with a
definitely related Government procurement operation, the United
States Government thereby Incurs no responsibility nor any
obligation whatsoever; and the fact that the Government may
have formulated, furnished, or In any way supplied the said
drawings, speclflcations, or other data Is not to be regarded
by implication or otherwlae as In any manner licensing the
holder or any other person or corporation, or conveying any
rights or permission to manufacture, use or
that may In any way be related thereto.

Preparing
Navy -

sell any Invention

actlvlty:
Bureau of Ordnance

Custodians:
Navy - Bureau of Ordnance

Other Interest:
Navy - Y, CG, MC
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1
[p~’’’vi;~‘-A---DIAM. OF BORE

(CALIBER)

-ORIGIN OF BORE

BORE

FIG. 3 CHAMBER-BAG AMMUNITION

W ORIGIN OF RIFLING~ ORIGIN OF BORE

CHAMBER ~BORE

FIG. 4 CHAMBER-CASE AMMUNITION

OIAMETER OF RIFLING (BOTTOM OF GROOVES)=

DIAMETER OF BORE (TOP OF LANOS)=CALIBERI\

FIG. 5 RIFLING PROFILE
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